
 Region 3 - Bay of Lost Souls  Difficulty 12 
 “Dark waves hold the faces of the long dead" 

 Environment  Travel Speed  Pace per hour 
 (slow/reg/fast) 

 Pace per watch 
 (slow/reg/fast) 

 Food DC  Water DC  Navigate DC 

 Coastal  ½ speed  1 / 1.5 / 2 miles  4 / 6 / 8 miles  10  15  13 

 Keelboat  1 miles  4 miles 

 Longship  3 miles  12 miles 

 Rowboat  1.5 miles  6 miles 

 Sailing ship  2 miles  8 miles 



 Surveying from the surface of the water has disadvantage 
 Discoveries (inhabitants, regional effects, locations, secrets)  Survey DC  XP reward for 1st 

 group to discover 

 Region Modifier  - Faces form in the crests of the  waves. Humanoids 
 have disadvantage on ability checks to swim as the long dead endeavor 
 to pull them beneath the waves. 

 –  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Giant Skeleton  6  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Drowned Maiden (ToB)  10  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Wight  10  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Dragon Eel (ToB)  11  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Aboleth  13  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Chuul  13  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Wraith  15  5000 

 Inhabitant  - Drowned & Corrupted Celestial (Death Tyrant)  18  10,000 

 Structure  - Tyrant’s Well - underwater ruin from time  of Acererak  –  10,000 (5000 if 
 only spotted) 

 Structure  - The Lucky Whistle - sunken ship off the  coast from the lynx 
 statue 

 –  10,000 (5000 if 
 only spotted) 

 Wandering Monsters & Encounters 
 d8+d6  Encounter  XP Value 

 2  Roll twice on the table  , and have both emerge 
 simultaneously 

 3  Death Tyrant,  300ft away, flying quickly straight  for the 
 party 

 11500xp 

 4  3 Wraiths,  rise up from wreckage  5400xp 

 5  5 Chuul,  one approaches first followed by the others  5500xp 

 6  3 Drowned Maidens,  floating on debris, calling out  to 
 one another in panic as a ruse to draw in others 

 5400xp 

 7  2 Giant Skeletons,  rise up in front of the party,  denying 
 them passage 

 5800xp 

 8  Faces in the Waves,  cry out the failures of those  who 
 pass over, confusing and disrupting. Make a navigation 
 check with disadvantage or go off course. 

 5000xp 

 9  7 wights,  in a skeletal longship patrolling the waters  4900xp 

 10  Wight riding a Dragon Eel,  searching for the Lords  of  9100xp 



 Undeath 

 11  Chuul and Aboleth,  the Chuul serves the aboleth and 
 approaches to investigate the party while the Aboleth 
 waits for an opening 

 7000xp 

 12  2 wraiths and 4 wights,  in a skeletal longship 
 searching for treasure amidst wreckage 

 6400xp 

 13  2 priests and 8 bandit captains,  Lords of Undeath 
 following whispers in their heads towards the Bay’s 
 northwest coast 

 4500xp 

 14  15 swarms of quippers  , searching for food  3000xp 

 Points of Interest 
 Entrance: Large bones perpetually wash up on the shorelines and connect bone to bone to form 1+1d2 giant 
 skeletons at a time. The waves hold the faces of the long dead and swimming in the water is treacherous. 
 Checks to swim made at disadvantage.. 

 Dungeon or Hazard: Multiple shipwrecks dot the northwest coast. One, The Lucky Whistle -  belonged to the 
 Congnition Conclave and was on business to the West when it was struck by the Lynx statue’s mage. Use this 
 map from Dyson Logos. 



 Legendary Monster Lair: Tyrant’s Well - this underwater ruin is the home to a drowned and corrupted celestial 
 (reskinned death tyrant). This death tyrant is in the form of a many winged and many-eyed angelic being, 
 twisted and rotted by death and putrescence. It rises from the waters when any get close and wreckage 
 perpetually bobs on the waves around it. This structure was built by Acererak 3000 years ago as one of the 
 sites of sacrifice to their death cult. Not much is left of this structure besides a few stones, arranged in a 
 roughly pyramidal shape. 

 Settlement: Town of Bastion is nearby, some fishing boats on the waters near there. See Bastweald. 

 Lynx Statue: casts shatter on approaching boats. See Bastweald for more info. 

 Puzzle or Secret Location: an aboleth gathers secrets, knowledge, and history. It dwells in a deep and cold 
 crevice in the floor of the bay. It knows how Acererak brought many to die here in ages past, gathering their 
 souls to power a device called The Soulmonger. 

 Reward, Revelation, or Plot Twist: The Lucky Whistle was transporting payroll from the Cognition Conclave to 
 fund their operations in Rhodinia. There are 10 magically locked and trapped chests, each with 1000gp. An 
 11th chest, also magically locked and trapped, holds 1600pp. 


